Hillary Clinton has a real plan for manufacturing.

Hillary...

- Hillary will establish "Make it in America Partnerships" that make America the first choice for manufacturing production.
- Hillary opposes the Trans-Pacific Partnership trade agreement, voted against CAFTA, and wants to renegotiate NAFTA.
- Hillary will negotiate strong and effective labor provisions in trade agreements and will make sure they are enforced.
- Hillary believes that unions are crucial to providing safe, good-paying jobs for workers. When unions are strong, America is strong.
- Hillary supports the freedom of workers to unionize and engage in collective bargaining, which is vital for establishing well-paid, sustainable jobs upon which our economy depends.
- Hillary will end inversions and other tax loopholes that reward companies for shifting earnings overseas – and reward companies that invest here, in the U.S.

...Trump

- Trump has a record of outsourcing jobs. He has personally profited from the trade deals he says he opposes.
- Trump has made his goods in China and Mexico instead of making them in America – he won’t fix our trade policies; he profits from outsourcing. His products were manufactured in at least 12 countries: Trump ties, made in China. Trump shirts in Bangladesh. Trump furniture in Turkey. Trump mirrors in India. And Trump barware in Slovenia. The now-defunct “Trump University” taught that “outsourcing creates jobs in the long run.”
- In fact, 1,200 shipments of Trump-brand goods have come to the U.S. from foreign companies and manufacturers just since 2011.